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Are Nanophase Grain Boundaries Anomalous?
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The grain boundary regions of nanophase Cu metal are investigated using the x-ray absorption fine
structure (XAFS) technique. Typical samples made by standard techniques need to be greatly thinned
if measured in transmission in order to eliminate experimental artifacts which erroneously lower the
apparent coordination number. To avoid this problem the samples were measured by the total electron
yield technique. The results indicate a grain boundary structure which, on the average, is similar to
that in conventional polycrystalline Cu, contrary to previous XAFS measurements made in transmission
which indicated a lower coordination number.

PACS numbers: 61.72.Mm, 61.46.+w, 78.70.Dm

The properties of nanocrystalline materials have en-
gendered much interest recently. Nanocrystalline mate-
rials, also called the nanophase, have such fine grains
(1—100 nm) that the volume of the interfacial region be-
tween grains, i.e., in the grain boundary (GB), is an appre-
ciable fraction of the total volume. They have been found
to have different properties from ordinary polycrystalline
materials; e.g. , metals become stronger and more brittle,
and ceramics more ductile [1]. One obvious important
factor that must be understood to explain their differences
from conventional grain-size materials is the properties
of their grain boundaries. Unfortunately, the structure of
such interfaces has been rather controversial [1—6] and
remains so [7—12]. One exciting claim has been that the
GB region is completely disordered, as in a gas, without
even the short range order of liquids or amorphous solids
[2]. The experimental basis for this claim was founded on
a diffraction analysis [3] of a 6 nm grained Fe sample and
an x-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) analysis of 10—
24 nm grained Cu [4]. On the other hand, atomic reso-
lution imaging in the transmission electron microscope
(TEM) [5] and another diffraction study on Pd [6] indicate
that the grain boundaries in the nanophase are not anoma-
lous. Of the more recent papers Refs. [8—11] support the
completely disordered GB region while Refs. [7,12] dis-
agree with this claim. A summary of this controversy has
appeared elsewhere [13]. Since a knowledge of the struc-
ture of the GB region is so crucial to an understanding of
the properties of the nanophase, it is important to clarify
this controversy.

In this Letter we revisit the GB structure determina-
tion by XAFS. XAFS is the premier technique used to
investigate the local structure of the GB, since its inter-
pretation is most direct [14]. The interpretation of the
diffraction pattern of the nanophase is not unique, but de-
pends on the assumption one uses for modeling. Thus two
different diffraction studies can come to different conclu-
sions. TEM requires thinning the sample to a thickness

of the order of grain size, drastically modifying the sur-
face stresses and contamination, which leads to questions
regarding possible structural changes. In contrast, XAFS
is noninvasive.

Copper was chosen as the material of choice because
it has a special place in the development of the XAFS
technique. It is the hydrogen atom of XAFS, the standard
against which the accuracy of any theory of XAFS
is first tested. Samples were prepared by inert gas
condensation [15] and warm compaction. High purity
Cu shot (99.999%) were evaporated from alumina lined
boats into an atmosphere of 650 Pa of high purity He
(99.9999%). The processing was done within a UHV
system to prevent contamination of the particles and the
GB regions of the compacted material. After collection
on a liquid-nitrogen temperature cold finger, the resulting
powder was warmed and compacted with 1.4 GPa of
pressure for 10 min at 150 C into a roughly circular disk
about 9 mm in diameter and 100 p, m thick.

Such sample thicknesses are typical for the compacted
nanophase, and introduce a challenge for accurate XAFS
measurements. The samples are too thick for accurate
transmission XAFS measurements, which require films
about one absorption length thick (4.4 p, m) or else the
signal is distorted by the "thickness effect" [16]. This
distortion usually lowers the apparent coordination num-
ber. It was the measurement of a lowered coordination
number by the original XAFS investigation [4] that led to
the conclusion of an anomalous GB structure. The origi-
nal XAFS investigators were aware of this thickness effect
and, thus, milled their sample into a fine powder about one
absorption length in diameter. Such a drastic mechani-
cal milling may modify the properties of the nanophase.
Moreover, a more serious problem is that, for a powder
to have a negligible thickness effect distortion, particles
must be significantly less than one absorption length in
size [17]. The requirement for particles is more stringent
than for a film, since the particle has a variation in its
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thickness through which the x-ray beam passes. It is not
clear if such fine powder was employed in the original
investigation, leaving the possibility open that the conclu-
sion of reduced coordination number is not real but an
experimental artifact.

To avoid this problem we did not measure XAFS
in transmission, but used the total electron yieield iTEYi
method [18]. In this method the absorption of the x rays
is monitored by detecting the total number of electrons
emitted from the surface into which the x rays impinge.
It has been shown that about 100 nm depth of the sample
from the surface contributes to this signal. e1. The TEY
was detected in a chamber filled with 1 atm of He gas
with 300 V across the sample and the planar collector
plate, which was at a positive potential and a centimeter
d' t t Because 100 nm is very much smaller thanis an. e
an absorption length, the TEY is not affecte y any
thickness effect distortions, nor by self-absorption effects
which are present for Cu metal when XAFS is detected in
the fluorescence mode [14].

To minimize any contribution from a Cu-oxide surface
layer, the sample was dipped into a concentrated HC1
solution, which attacked only the oxide, just before the
sample was placed into the chamber with its He environ-
ment. Three samples were measured; one, an annealed
polycrystalline film with large 20 p, m grains and two
nanophases, one with 13 nm, and the other with 34 nmd, as measured by x-ray line broadeningdiameter grains, as m
(Warren-Averbach method corrected for stacking faults
and twins) [19]. The two nanophase samples had densi-
ties of 94% of a fully dense standard. Measurements were
made at room temperature on beam line X11A at the Na-
tional Synchrotron Light Source at Brookhaven Nationa
Laboratory. A (111) Si double crystal monochromator
was detuned about 20% to minimize the harmonic content
of the beam, though harmonics do not cause any distor-
tion in the signal in the TEY method.

Figure 1 shows a plot of k~(k) of (a) the 34 nm and
polycrystalline samples and (b) the 13 nm and polycrys-
talline samples. Here ~(k) is the XAFS normalized by
the absorption edge step as a function of the photoelectron
wave number k. Plotted in Fig. 2 are i~(R)i, the magni-

f k ~k~tudes of the Fourier transforms into R space of kg ~ ~,

for (a) the 34 nm and polycrystalline samples and (b) the
13 nm and polycrystalline samples. Figure 2(c) shows the
k ~(k) transform for both the 13 nm and polycrystalline
samples. Note that the difference in the first peak height
b t een the coarse grained and 13 nm samples depen s
on the k weighting. The difference is enhanced wi aith a
k weighting. This illustrates one mistake made in the
original XAFS interpretation [4], namely, drawing con-
clusions on the coordination number by looking at the
magnitudes of the Fourier transforms. The magnitude of
the first peak depends on both the coordination number N
and the disorder about the average distance. The disorder
introduces typically a Debye-Wailer factor which multi-
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FIG. 1. k~(k) for nanocrystalline (solid) and bulk polycrys-
talline (dashed) phases of Cu. (a) The 34 nm nanocrystal with
the bulk and (b) the XAFS of the 13 nm nanocrystal with
the bulk.

plies t e yeh XAFS b where o is the mean square
disorder. The Debye-Wailer factor thus lowers the sig-
nal at large k values, and the Fourier transform of larger
n weig ting in ish k" i more sensitive to disorder an wi
show a larger disorder by a greater decrease in its peak.
To obtain the actual structural parameters of the sample
requires a detailed analysis which is by now quite stan-
dard [14]. The original XAFS paper [4] did recognize
that a detailed analysis is required to obtain the correct
coordination number and this analysis found a decrease
in N of 10% instead of the 30% decrease of the transform
peak. Curiously, the conclusions of that paper ignored the

t 30% fi ure so thatcorrect analysis and used the incorrec o g
agreement cout ld be made with the estimated fraction of
GB regions.

Such an analysis gives the results listed in Table I.
Within the uncertainty of 3%, all three samples have the
same coordination number in the first shell. The only sig-
nificant difference between the three samples is the mean
square isp aced d lacement o with a trend of increasing disor-

x ectedder with smaller grain size. This result is just as expecte
on average for the high angle grain boundaries in conven-
tional polycrystalline Cu. It indicates that the Cu atoms
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increase of 0.003 A ) and, within uncertainty, the same
coordination as the interior of the grains. On the other
hand, the uncertainties indicate up to a 15% decrease in
coordination, which is reasonable. For comparison, a Cu
sample, cold-worked by rolling, has an increased Acr
of 0.00018 ~ 0.00025 A . The increase of disorder in
the GB is much greater than cold working causes, but
is still a modest increase. For example, just heating the
sample by 100 C above room temperature will cause a
similar increase of disorder. It should be noted that XAFS
gives a result averaged over all Cu atoms. Thus the GB
contribution is averaged over all types of boundaries in
the sample.

In conclusion, by taking care to eliminate experimental
artifacts, XAFS is in agreement with other measurements
that the grain boundaries in the nanophase are not unusual
[21]. They have the short range order of grain boundaries
found in conventional polycrystalline materials and are
not gaslike. The interesting properties of the nanophase
arise in the presence of grain boundary structures that are
not anomalous.
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